MRP20-T2 reset counter flowmeter
for concrete truck mixers, slumpstands and plant water.
 Designed for the concrete industry.
 Built to last and to endure industry conditions,
with all gunmetal construction.
 Durable marine grade alloy paddlewheel.
 Virtually no maintenance.
 Tested, trialed and proven.
 Calibration certificate supplied.
 Full one year warranty.


The MRP20-T2 paddlewheel resetable flowmeter is manufactured by ManuFlo , a 100% Australianowned company with over 45 years experience in flow measurement products. The majority of our
products are designed and used for the premix concrete industry. MRP20-T2 resetable flowmeters are
tailor-made for the environment of mobile concrete truck mixers (agitators) and plant slumpstands
transit mixers / slumpstands.
Most other flowmeter types quickly fail in the harsh conditions experienced when mounted on transit
mixers / slumpstands. MRP20-T2 flowmeters, however:
 resist severe water hammer conditions;
 can be run at high flow speeds without damage;
 can measure mild-recycled/bore/dirty water without blockage;
 are impervious to sudden pressurized air blasts; and
 no filters are necessary.

MRP20-T2
Agitator Truck
flowmeter

MRPU5-GAL25M
Slumpstand
flowmeter

Over the last 15 years, MRP20-T2 paddlewheel reset flowmeters have proven themselves for durability,
reliability and performance. Now over 10,000 units are used by Boral, Hanson, Holcim, Hymix, Ready
Mixed Concrete HK, Trumix-Beton and a range of Independents.
Update your concrete delivery truck or slumpstand with an MRP reset flowmeter and save on
ongoing maintenance and replacement part costs compared to other models. A quality calibrated

flowmeter like the ManuFlo
MRP20-T2 installed on your truck or slumpstand can help you win
important government supply contracts.
For a full description of flowmeter performance, features and specifications, datasheets are available
(on request, or from our website at www.manuelectronics.com.au) on:
flowmeter for agitators;
 MRP20-T2
 MRPU5 type flowmeters for slumpstands/plant water.
AUD$ Price (Jan 2012)
Flowtube
Order Code
Description
excluding delivery and GST
Gunmetal
MRP20-T2
¾” BSP(m) threaded both ends
$ 458.00
Gal.
T-piece
MRPU5-GAL25M 1” BSP(m) threaded both ends
$ 548.00
(MRPU5 also in 32, 40 & 50mm sizes)

-P

Optional 1 pulse/Litre IP67 pulse output

$ 99.00

Due to continuous product improvement, prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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